
Monday 8/20  

Vocab. Lesson 2  
allusion (uh LOO zhuhn) N. indirect reference that does not specifically name 

its subject and which is used to heighten the effect of a work of literature  

analogy (uh NAL uh jee) N. similarity in some special qualities between things 

otherwise unlike  

anonymous (uh NAHN uh muhs) ADJ. not known or identified  

anticipation (an TIS uh PAY shuhn) N. the act of looking forward to  

deviate (DEE vee AYT) V. to turn away or stray from the usual course or way  

Ch. 5 Lesson 2 Run-On Sentences  

Identify each sentence as either Run-on or Correct.  
1. In several large cities the orchestras give their summer performances in 

outdoor settings, the Cleveland Orchestra, for example, plays at Blossom Music 

Center.  

2. The Chicago Symphony Orchestra plays at Ravinia Park north of the city 

during the summer, and the Grant Park Symphony Orchestra plays in the city 

itself.  

 

Tuesday 8/21  

Vocab. Lesson 2  
edition (i DISH uhn) N. particular version or form of a publicat  

eerie (EER ee) ADJ. mysterious; causing fear or awe  

enigma (i NIG muh) N. baffling situation, circumstance, or event; puzzling 

speech or writing  

fictitious (fik TISH uhs) ADJ. not real; made-up  

implication (IM pli KAY shuhn) N. something suggested or expressed 

indirectly  

Ch. 5 Lesson 2 Run-On Sentences  

Identify each sentence as either Run-on or Correct.  
3. The Boston Pops Orchestra gives outdoor concerts in a park on the Charles 

River these concerts are free.  

4. Outdoor music settings are not used only by the orchestras; on the contrary, 

all types of music are presented during the season.  

  



Wednesday 8/22  

Vocab. Lesson 2  
lapse (laps) N. an interval or passage of time  

narrate (NAR AYT) V. to tell a story; to relate an account of  

pictorial (pik TOR ee uhl) ADJ. having to do with pictures; expressed in 

pictures  

pivotal (PIV uh tuhl) ADJ. crucial; extremely important  

poignant (POYN yuhnt) ADJ. painful or piercing; keenly stimulating to the 

emotion  

Ch. 5 Lesson 2 Run-On Sentences  

Identify each sentence as either Run-on or Correct.  
5. During a single weekend a stage might be used by an orchestra, a rock 

band, and a jazz combo, audiences have a choice.  

6. Often summer orchestra programs end with fireworks displays this is 

especially true on holiday weekends such as the Fourth of July.  
 


